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#OTalk @OTalk_
Good evening everyone and welcome to tonight’s #OTalk Research with @NIHRevidence and @lindsaybearne It’s @preston_jenny on the account tonight. Please say
hello and let us know who is joining in. https://t.co/HKw3gFg2CX

#OTalk @OTalk_
Quick reminder of the “rules” for tonight: 1. Please tweet using #OTalk 2. Remember the code of conduct and 3. Most importantly have fun !  https://t.co/7cQZPip8np

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
Hello! Thank you so much to @OTalk_ for having us, we’re really looking forward to tonight's chat! #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
We’re joined by @lindsaybearne who authored a recent NIHR Evidence Collection collating some of the evidence on innovative approaches to rehabilitation for people
with long-term conditions: https://t.co/jBXvFScMB6 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! #otalk https://t.co/3hHIUWgEXu

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
RT @NIHRevidence: We’re joined by @lindsaybearne who authored a recent NIHR Evidence Collection collating some of the evidence on innovativ…

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny Joining #otalk tonight as in a weeks time I’ll be again! conducting a course on rehabilitation in #Kazakhstan
#OccupationalTherapy here we come!

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Hi everyone. Happy to be joining #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny Hello! "  OT student here, with an interest in LTCs, so looking forward to #OTalk this evening, esp as I
haven't been to an #OTalk for a while! #

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ I am joining in spite of knowing that I have 10 hell weeks coming up. So many things to do big and small!!! #otalk https://t.co/67xYp6yPWg

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny Hi! Joining #OTalk as a final year student, interested in the realms of research! It's my first time joining and
looking forward to it. :)

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BillWongOT @OTalk_ Good luck with your to do list! #OTalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny Evening all " , glad to be joining tonight #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
Thanks for joining us everyone "  Time to get started! Question 1: What are the key challenges to delivering person-centred rehabilitation? #OTalk
https://t.co/OdiBNjKVCK
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Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny @WHO This is exactly the reason for the invitations and growing interest globally for #rehabilitation

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great to be starting off with the questions. What are the key challenges to delivering person-centred rehabilitation? #OTalk

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @preston_jenny "  hello. Hand therapist with in a interest in LTC - particularly rheumatological and neurological disorders
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @OTalk_ 5 conference presentations, 2 keynotes, 2 TEDx events to plan, run, and wrap up, and also have to finish my annual portfolio for my teaching job.
(They are on top of 1 TEDx event that I finished everything and wrapping up vetting 30 people for AOTA awards today.) #otalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OTalk_ #OTalk Lots of challenges with resources....particularly over the last year or two

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@NIHRevidence Most often the key challenges are related to resources whether that be staffing or appropriate facilities to conduct rehabilitation #OTalk

Cheryl Carr @Chegsycarr
@OTalk_ The system not flexing enough or responding timely to need #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @OTalk_ For a still pretty new academic, that is a hell lot for a 3 month period! #otalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@NIHRevidence As I’ve become more an expert on #rehabilitation in Central Asia, I would say for most countries in the world the biggest challenge for person-centered
is community and family expectations. Most of the time the approach, believes, culture is hindering individual growth #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ #OTalk staffing levels and service remit and pathways

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@YmchwilStroc @NIHRevidence #OTalk - agreed @YmchwilStroc - any specific facilities that have been affected?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NIHRevidence A1. I see this in my local area clinical job- language barrier is a common one... and this can be magnified at times since COVID due to the fact that
families are limited in their abilities to visit their loved ones in the setting. #otalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
#OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ #OTalk Staffing levels have such an impact on person centred care.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Nathan_Visser: @NIHRevidence As I’ve become more an expert on #rehabilitation in Central Asia, I would say for most countries in the wo…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Chegsycarr: @OTalk_ The system not flexing enough or responding timely to need #OTalk

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@NIHRevidence Resourcing, staffing, funding, the lack of experience or appropriate available facilities to conduct rehab in a safe environment. The list is expandable
with the current climate, burnout rate, shortages and the different knowledge bankof therapists. #OTalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence Important to ask patients themselves what they see as the factors lacking, but initial thoughts around establishing goals, communication and adapting to
progression of condition over time #OTalk

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence I broke the most basic rule $ #otalk

Cheryl Carr @Chegsycarr
RT @thestudentot_: @NIHRevidence Resourcing, staffing, funding, the lack of experience or appropriate available facilities to conduct rehab…

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@NIHRevidence #OTalk Extended waiting time can really impact on the rehabilitation experience and ? outcome of care

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Chegsycarr @OTalk_ same here in the US, insurances can dictate the ability of some patients receiving care when nursing communicated to rehab that the patients
are experiencing a change of condition. #otalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Acknowledging that not everywhere has them, shared rehabilitation facilities e.g. ‘gyms’ in many hospitals haven’t fully recovered to be
able to offer what they once did #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@lindsaybearne @YmchwilStroc @NIHRevidence I would add equipment in home based therapy. Overseas complete lack, but even in our over developed Netherlands
people often are not provided with the beneficial resources at home. #OTalk Although that could save lots of expenses elsewhere

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @YmchwilStroc: @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Acknowledging that not everywhere has them, shared rehabilitation facilities e.g. ‘gyms’ in…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk here but only until 8:30 as have another meeting

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@NIHRevidence Then there's marginalisation, alienation, balance of expectations of patient-relatives, OT injustices all encompass disruption to delivering person-centred
practice. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence and in my setting, what each gym offers varies. If I were a caregiver for my parents and they need to be admitted to
such settings, I will definitely make an effort to visit the gyms... because they are not created equal! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Autism Bucks @autismbucks1
RT @NIHRevidence: Hello! Thank you so much to @OTalk_ for having us, we’re really looking forward to tonight's chat! #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @NIHRevidence #Otalk Yes! holistic care really important and ideally its good to promote self-management

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTalk_ #OTalk - what were the first questions?

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence Especially when considering patients psychological well being, the longer they spend unseen, the greater the toil on their resilience to adversity. 

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@dianecox61 Happy to have you even just for 30 minutes! #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
And coordination between different sectors/organisations. #OTalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence Meaningfully involving families with rehab while covid visiting restrictions have been in place has been difficult, esp when they need to
help with that continuing rehab post-discharge #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Nathan_Visser @lindsaybearne @YmchwilStroc @NIHRevidence I think that is where perhaps our skills and knowledge come in. In the US, I have learned to shop at
charity shops to get decent quality rehab equipment. #otalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@Nathan_Visser @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Do you think there’s an over reliance on ‘expensive’ rehabilitation kit? As opposed to using what’s readily available
#OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@dianecox61 @OTalk_ Only done one so far % ! https://t.co/3K7nuPEem4

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence Meaningfully involving families with rehab while covid visiting restrictions have been in place h…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@dianecox61

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lindsaybearne @Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @NIHRevidence And supporting self-management in a meaningful way comes with its own set of challenges - for
both patients and professionals alike - although obviously worth it! #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
Lots of challenges, really interesting! Moving on to question 2: How can new ways of working, such as training non-specialist staff or telerehabilitation, help address the
unmet need? #OTalk https://t.co/s77UNrKcRa

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Supported self management is really important as long as we continue to recognise its limitations

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@NIHRevidence @OTalk_ #OTalk - A1 - time, resources, access, pressures to discharge

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@thestudentot_ @rachelnevinot @OTalk_ @NIHRevidence I like to view LTC as a fluid caseload. Your there in times of flares or crisis but accept they will come back if
their is a step down in their function in the future. Having an open door policy to services helps access #otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
oops - naughty step already #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
@lindsaybearne Absolutely and sometimes have different priorities #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@YmchwilStroc @Nathan_Visser @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence I know when I visited Croatia 6 years ago, the OT's there told me that they made use of what's
available for rehab equipment due to the fact that it is a developing country in Europe. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great discussion already. Looking forward to seeing what question 2 adds to the discussion #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@anyadei @thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence #OTalk Role of social support in rehabilitation is critical. Whether it’s from family, friends or more formal networks.

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@anyadei @NIHRevidence Absolutely, the whole case of being short staffed during Covid has heavily contributed to the outcome for families and their experiences-
especially as families are such a large part of the environment (PEOP) + an essential part in telehealth. #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@BillWongOT @Chegsycarr @OTalk_ Same here in NL. Don’t understand why not more home based, doing home visits is not funded for #rehabilitation
#OccupationalTherapy in centre. While that is where rubber hits the road. It can help system be more flexible and adaptable #OTalk
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@NIHRevidence #OTalk telerehabilitation has its benefits but cannot replace the in person non verbal nuances or really address moving and handling

#OTalk @OTalk_
@rachelnevinot Please use #OTalk so that your tweets are captured in the transcript. We definitely don’t want to lose them.

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence I’ve found patients of all ages I’m brace technology more- virtual appointments for immunocomprised patients saved their time and allowed us to see
patients in their home environment which is more meaningful. #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence Oh good question! Lots of work in primary care around health coaches supporting self-management, who can work really well with OTs for people with
LTCs #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@NIHRevidence #OTalk - multi-disciplinary team needed to fully enable the possibilities that a person might achieve this needs specialist and non specialist.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@dianecox61 Final warning $  #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
Lurking for this one, far to many meetings today for me to have the headspace for a fully engaged tonight #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Nathan_Visser: @BillWongOT @Chegsycarr @OTalk_ Same here in NL. Don’t understand why not more home based, doing home visits is not fund…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@NIHRevidence #OTalk depends what you mean by specialist - specialist in what LTC or Rehabilitation, or specific professional status? Everyone has the
#RightToRehab

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@BillWongOT @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Alex, I think we all have that tendency to trust something more expensive rather than simple and good.
#OTalk ;-) Whenever #rehabilitation becomes more human, it may really touch someone more deeply with lasting change. Belong. Be you. ;-) #WorldOTDay

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@OTalk_ #OTalk - OK

Sarah Vaughan @saravaug2
This allows values, relationship and understanding of the individuals needs to be at the centre of any intervention after all they are the expert in themselves #OTtalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OT_Jim Great to have you join us after such a hectic day #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence or even bargain hunting! I can't believe I got so many decent quality front wheel walkers at charity
shops! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lindsaybearne @thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence Yes - and virtual connections can enable those, but for some, nothing beats face to face... #OTalk

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
RT @dianecox61: @NIHRevidence #OTalk - multi-disciplinary team needed to fully enable the possibilities that a person might achieve this ne…

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@rachelnevinot @thestudentot_ @OTalk_ @NIHRevidence & &  modelling good practice is key #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
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#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@NIHRevidence Video calling into a junior team member to support with complex assessments, lots of options for senior clinicians to spread the knowledge over a larger
collection of visits without the historical delays of booking F2F visits pre covid #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@dianecox61 @NIHRevidence #Otalk Telerehabilitation can be very useful - particularly in talking therapies/advice etc. Seems to be acceptable to patients and
therapists despite concerns https://t.co/SyQ0A1HBlE

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Nathan_Visser @BillWongOT @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Wise advice - esp re simple solutions often being better than the expensive things!
Learning to be confident to be creative (in a medical world!) for those simple solutions #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@OThandtherapist @NIHRevidence And I would add cooperation than with a local (volunteer?) coach will help followup and follow through when it becomes hard.
#OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence #OTalk - sorry miss the res of tonight's talk - really interesting - but onto next call with Canada & Australia.

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
@NIHRevidence #otalk I worked in a service where we had a section within the initial assessment to discuss the patients values and used this to inform and 
goal setting to ensure goals were patient centred

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence and speaking of creative, sometimes it is not a bad idea to call on placement students to
create some equipment that is simple, yet effective for such facilities to use. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lindsaybearne: @dianecox61 @NIHRevidence #Otalk Telerehabilitation can be very useful - particularly in talking therapies/advice etc.…

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
And some people don't have the resources or support to effectively access virtual therapy

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Nathan_Visser @OThandtherapist @NIHRevidence Yes... follow-up is so important, esp when the person has hit a wall, to make sure confidence doesn't drop! 

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OT_Jim @NIHRevidence #OTalk - It can be a great way to deliver clinical training too! https://t.co/hLhlQgyoDw

Sarah Vaughan @saravaug2
Building confidence in staff to take positive risks in getting #individual #patients '  is key these people have been managing at home are are best placed to knowing how
they will cope with the opportunity to do so rather than #PJparalysis #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@OThandtherapist @NIHRevidence Guess the better these online telecommunication can be build in with the local social environment, the more effective in long term.
Also it may add to supporting the person/spouse/family providing care.

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BillWongOT @Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Yes! Although as a student, sometimes you can feel pressure to know/learn the
'formal' stuff, so good to have permission to be creative (and provide the clinical reasoning to justify this!) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lindsaybearne @dianecox61 @NIHRevidence for autistic community, though, that may not be true. If face to face is not available for such community, it may not be a
bad idea to use text based communication if that is their preferred way of communication. #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
RT @lindsaybearne: @OT_Jim @NIHRevidence #OTalk - It can be a great way to deliver clinical training too! https://t.co/hLhlQgyoDw

Ros French @RosFrench1
@dianecox61 @NIHRevidence I agree, Telehealth and virtual consultations are valuable but face to face rehabilitation is equally as important. All my visits today needed
to be face to face for hands on rehab, manual handling and education for person centred engagement #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
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Next up, question 3: What research do you think is needed to help improve rehabilitation services? #OTalk https://t.co/pRKQPrsawM

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OT_Jim @NIHRevidence #OTalk We are using it in a current NIHR funded trial. https://t.co/4Jne7drtOU I'll keep you posted on our experiences(

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Yes agree did some research on this many years ago #OTalk Therapeutic Videoconferencing interventions for the treatment of long
term conditions J TeleMed Telecare 2011

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence #OTalk most definitely! It’s been great for teaching students on placement how to assess for single handed care or CTH placement

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence That sounds great! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @Nathan_Visser @YmchwilStroc @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence actually in the US, it can be part of their inservice components for our level 2 placements.
So, it makes good sense for their learning and developments as future clinicians. #OTALK

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great opportunity to contribute your thoughts everyone #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
The SARAH study is so inspirational . Definitely wroth a read #OTalk

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
RT @lindsaybearne: @OT_Jim @NIHRevidence #OTalk - It can be a great way to deliver clinical training too! https://t.co/hLhlQgyoDw

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NIHRevidence A3. My slam dunk answer- use participatory research approach whenever possible. #otalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@rachelnevinot That's really interesting. We recently published some research about needing to consider people living with dementia when making decisions about their
care and it really highlighted the need for considering patient and family perspectives! https://t.co/DIWRxQaajS #OTalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@anyadei @BillWongOT @Nathan_Visser @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence That’s a really good point, we often forget this in practice. How do you think we could ‘give’
that permission? #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@NIHRevidence #OTalk mixed methods evidence welcome! Qualitative data to enrich understanding and interpretation important

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@BillWongOT Keeping it short and sweet! Do you have any examples you could share with us? #OTalk

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
@NIHRevidence #otalk I find making small changes in my practice such as asking questions like ‘where do you get your strength from’ has been a good way of getting to
the root of the person

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
RT @NIHRevidence: @rachelnevinot That's really interesting. We recently published some research about needing to consider people living wit…

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
RT @rachelnevinot: @NIHRevidence #otalk I find making small changes in my practice such as asking questions like ‘where do you get your str…

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
RT @RosFrench1: @dianecox61 @NIHRevidence I agree, Telehealth and virtual consultations are valuable but face to face rehabilitation is equ…

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@BillWongOT @NIHRevidence #Otalk Yes! and co-production

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@BillWongOT @NIHRevidence #OTalk PPIE
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Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@NIHRevidence #OTalk more evidence around the need of appropriate IT infrastructures to support the delivery. Until the IT works reliably and is accessible all the
interventions and research becomes a waste or underperforming

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@anyadei @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence Rachel, can you share how you approach these value issues? Will be doing that in two weeks again in #Kazakhstan
love to hear your practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @NIHRevidence #OTalk more evidence around the need of appropriate IT infrastructures to support the delivery. Until the IT work…

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence The role (& value!) OT can have in condition specific rehabilitation. The SARAH exercise programme by @YelizPrior and @JoAdamssoton is a great
example of that- changed the NICE guidelines #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @rachelnevinot: @NIHRevidence #otalk I find making small changes in my practice such as asking questions like ‘where do you get your str…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lindsaybearne: @NIHRevidence #OTalk mixed methods evidence welcome! Qualitative data to enrich understanding and interpretation importa…

Sarah Vaughan @saravaug2
If the #patient #individual can’t manage the tech to engage tele #rehab we need to train our #enablement #carers to engage using technology to enhance #RighttoRehab
access to #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Sometimes a focus on within person analysis rather than the group average

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence and speaking of that... mentorship to submit to peer reviewed journals is critical! (I tried to submit 1 to BJOT, but got flat out rejected
even though my team worked very hard on our first submission!) #otalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OT_Jim @NIHRevidence #Otalk - Its also important to ask the right questions too - what do the think the key research qus are to inform OT rehab practice?

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @saravaug2: If the #patient #individual can’t manage the tech to engage tele #rehab we need to train our #enablement #carers to engage u…

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
RT @rachelnevinot: @NIHRevidence #otalk I find making small changes in my practice such as asking questions like ‘where do you get your str…

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@OThandtherapist @YelizPrior @JoAdamssoton Yes! We published an Alert on whether training for SARAH could also be delivered online, if anyone wants to find out a
bit more: https://t.co/5WcjSxwlmS #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence Have to admit I'm not familiar enough with the evidence to know the gaps, but I know there are general issues with OT in terms of outcomes and how
this works as a complex intervention, so approaches can be tailored for different sub-populations #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence and another one- researchers should make efforts to find clinicians who are capable to contribute to research, but lack available means
to do so. Like in my clinical setting in the US, research is pretty low priority wise amongst clinicians IMO. #otalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
Bringing it back to the present day, but still focused on research with question 4: How do you access rehabilitation research evidence? #OTalk https://t.co/SBJXvrJw6W

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@BillWongOT @NIHRevidence #otalk sorry to hear this. mentorship helpful. Getting published is hard and rejection common - particularly funding applications

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BillWongOT @NIHRevidence Yes! Have @LindAlliance done any collaborative priority setting on this? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
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Great question @NIHRevidence and @lindsaybearne #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @NIHRevidence I have the opposite problem. My clinical skills + lived experiences as a worker in my work setting have informed me about potential gaps. But,
I am only beginning to tap into my academia connections to do something about such. #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence The qualitative research I’d want to see is a true “test” of the systems we need to use as practitioners and our competence as users.
But also how accessible the systems are #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@NIHRevidence #Otalk great question. Lots of options! Accessible sources really valuable

Rachel Nevin @rachelnevinot
@NIHRevidence #otalk there needs to be more evidence for specific interventions for both OT and MDT working - researchers collaborating with clinical staff is vital to
answer the practical questions

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@NIHRevidence @FTM_nl Money, in the end it’s all about the money. What services, products, equipment actually SAVE expenses elsewhere? In a stretched Dutch
#zorginfarct care environment, what can relieve pressure on other facilities? #OTalk https://t.co/ZjKSHVRrN3

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@NIHRevidence #OTalk evidence summaries are really helpful

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
I think questions about OT rehab practice are tricky..shouldn't it be about rehab practice and not profession specific?

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence For specific bits of rehab that I've been involved in with previous work, I've had Google Scholar alerts and found them really useful. Would love to know
if there are any podcasts as for other bits of healthcare, I find them a great way to keep up to date! #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@anyadei @BillWongOT @LindAlliance Good question, looks like there were some questions shaped through the priority setting framework in 2020:
https://t.co/MtdLw9bx7k #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence and I know both US and UK have fellow designations recognize elite OT's. One of the key things they look at is knowledge/expertise
dissemination... having lack of access to research mentorship and guidance usually hurts clinicians in the field with such goals. #otalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
#Otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence I would also add that more understanding of IDT vs MDT vs Silo working is needed #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @rachelnevinot: @NIHRevidence #otalk there needs to be more evidence for specific interventions for both OT and MDT working - researcher…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Yes - @Mental_Elf do this well too - not just mental health research too! #OTalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence We certainly need more of us straddling the practice/ research divide #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence #OTalk Open access journals, Cochrane reviews and, of course, @nihrevidence summaries - alerts, collections and themed reviews )

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence @BillWongOT @LindAlliance Better get researching then! *  #OTalk

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence Sharing knowledge, corridor conversations with colleagues are useful @UHS_Therapy had fantastic academics . I use google scholar alerts for areas of
interest (though remembering to read them is another challenge ) local + national y interests groups are great too. #otalk
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Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@YmchwilStroc @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence #OTalk clinical academic roles are very valuable for knowledge sharing and developing evidence based practice

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@NIHRevidence Yes formal feedback or letters to our GP or Consultant partners is key #OTalk

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@NIHRevidence Useful to use Google Scholar, Sage Pub and the search engine- lots of accessible websites! Would be interested to see any other recommendations
too. #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@BillWongOT @lindsaybearne That's a great point and a really important priority for NIHR. We're currently running a campaign in the UK to help get clinical staff to
consider getting into research, but maybe we also need to look at it the other way round! https://t.co/Gud4ma8mWX #Otalk #YourPathInResearch

GrinchManifesto @GrinchManifesto
#OTtalk……disappointing how little the people using this hashtag seem@to reference the poor patients, humans who need their help. I thought you were in the business
of helping people, not interventions

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@SplottBoy @NIHRevidence Yep, totally

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence Never forget the wealth of knowledge gained during an #OTalk

The Student OT @thestudentot_
RT @OT_Jim: @thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence Never forget the wealth of knowledge gained during an #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@lindsaybearne @OTalk_ You can view them all here! + https://t.co/o29veZzWjW #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OT_Jim @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence And within that, recognising the unique value that OT brings! Difficult balance! #OTalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@lindsaybearne @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence Couldn’t agree more, a concerted effort from the top to expand this within AHP is needed to move towards parity with
our medical colleagues #OTalk

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@OT_Jim @NIHRevidence Absolutely, it's my first time joining but been interesting to say the least! Really enjoyed reading the answers to the questions. #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@thestudentot_ @NIHRevidence #Otalk @NIRevidence has a range of summaries that would be really helpful for students and/or busy clinicians. Also include
comments from clinicians, carers & patients

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@anyadei @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence 100% #OTalk

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence @UHS_Therapy * has fantastic academics. They’re still there. #otalk @BAHTHandtherapy have regional and national events. The SSNP events and
monthly talks Queens Hospital in London were brilliant when I worked in Neuro

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
Finally…. question 5: What do you think governments and policy makers need to do to address the unmet need for rehabilitation? #OTalk https://t.co/5GHcxGZTaA

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great discussion tonight with some incredible resources being shared. We only have 10 minutes remaining so be sure to contribute your thoughts and ideas 
@NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne

Ros French @RosFrench1
@NIHRevidence #OTalk yes I also use Google Scholar, other online research engines SAGE, university’s one search. Reading BJOT and article shared on social media
groups including Twitter

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne @OTalk_ Oh men… now that challenge… just added to my reading list +  #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
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#OTalk tweets like this from @thestudentot_ are why I signpost every single student or practitioner to join the #OTalk community!

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
Using digital tools for research could really open this up because of increased flexibility and no need to travel #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@NIHRevidence #OTalk this is a crucial question - what do we need to improve our rehab offering?

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RCOT_NP

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@NIHRevidence Train more #OccupationalTherapists ;-) #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne How does it always go so quickly!? #OTalk does some time-warping magic each time!

#OTalk @OTalk_
This has been so fast this evening with incredible discussion. Now for our final question #OTalk

Dr Leisle Ezekiel @lezeki
End to short term thinking Rehabilitation is a long game and benefits maybe some distance away from interventions #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@NIHRevidence #OTalk understand that Rehab is never just mobility or for the reduction of a package of care. Long COVID is not just affecting the working population, it
is a total population issue that needs a total supporting solution not targeted interventions to the few

Ros French @RosFrench1
@NIHRevidence #OTalk recognition of need prioritise funding, resources and staffing

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OTalk_ #OTalk support for innovative service delivery models needed. Resources to address inequity of access to rehabilitation. This was really spotlighted during
COVID

Katie O'Donnell @OThandtherapist
@NIHRevidence Funding at the right times- money spent at the right time means patients are more independent, less likely to need care and more likely to access work.
Collaborative working between services with a shared patient centred budget. #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence They need to include people with LTCs in policy making, and provide funds for commissioning services (rather than pilots!) - going beyond specific
pathways, so people don't fall between service gaps (esp rare/undiagnosed LTCs) #OTalk

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence MORE RESOURCES* *allocated correctly #OTalk https://t.co/zV2Hipk0DG

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne I also think the connection of why should also be meaningful to the clinicians too. I think if clinicians don't find meaning (whether it's
professional and/or personal), they may not be as enthusiastic. #otalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lezeki although for me, face to face is still an important component. It's one thing to watch virtual presentations by researchers I am interested to connect with. It's
another thing to have face to face interactions and build connections in the process. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Five minute warning, sorry folks #OTalk @NIHRevidence @lindsaybearne https://t.co/SPcz4SGvm9

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @lindsaybearne: @OTalk_ #OTalk support for innovative service delivery models needed. Resources to address inequity of access to rehabil…

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@lezeki #OTalk robust evaluation of services. Functional / rehab outcomes in registries to enable analysis and informed development of service

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RosFrench1: @NIHRevidence #OTalk recognition of need prioritise funding, resources and staffing

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@lindsaybearne @lezeki With this goal in mind

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Nathan_Visser @NIHRevidence with one catch- they should also be equipped with strong research and advocacy skills. Some areas in the US are flooded with OT
practitioners right now! #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence I think (following lecture by @walkingresearch today!) we also need to campaign for the wider determinants beyond rehab care that affect people's
rehab! As @MichaelMarmot says, we make people better, then send them back to the very environments that made them sick... #OTalk

Natalie Clarke,  @n_mclarke
RT @OT_Jim: @NIHRevidence #OTalk understand that Rehab is never just mobility or for the reduction of a package of care. Long COVID is not…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Nathan_Visser: @NIHRevidence Train more #OccupationalTherapists ;-) #OTalk

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
@OTalk_ @NIHRevidence #Otalk Oh no...time flies when you are having fun!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Nathan_Visser @NIHRevidence and a side fact- the state of California in the US has more OT and OTA programs than the number of OT programs in the entire
country Australia! #otalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@lezeki @lindsaybearne Prevention of worse conditions and expenses. Spot on #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lindsaybearne: @lezeki #OTalk robust evaluation of services. Functional / rehab outcomes in registries to enable analysis and informed…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
The embracement of single care processes at all levels, with direct access to the right equipments do training at any point on a pathway, it’s not just a social care
responsibility, acute trusts need to understand how it benefits their flow if done well and early #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @YmchwilStroc: @lindsaybearne @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence Couldn’t agree more, a concerted effort from the top to expand this within AH…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @OT_Jim @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence And within that, recognising the unique value that OT brings! Difficult balance! #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@anyadei @NIHRevidence @walkingresearch @MichaelMarmot https://t.co/2odcyWen3W

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
@anyadei @walkingresearch @MichaelMarmot That's a very interesting point, there are so many complex and interacting factors, especially for those with multiple long-
term conditions #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OThandtherapist @NIHRevidence Yes - and this talks to the need for integration across health and social care too, as rehab goes beyond NHS #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@anyadei @OT_Jim @rachelnevinot @NIHRevidence I know I won't be as good friends with PT, SLP, or social work practitioners... if they ever find out what my alter
ego is. They probably will ask me, "Why do you favor OT?" #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well that’s it, what a great chat. Thanks to our fantastic hosts @NIHRevidenceand @lindsaybearne and also to our incredible participants. Don’t forget to catch up on the
transcript later in the week #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: The embracement of single care processes at all levels, with direct access to the right equipments do training at any point on…

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
The hour is up but feel free to keep chatting, it has been so interesting to hear your thoughts. And thank you again to #Otalk and @preston_jenny for having us!

#OTalk @OTalk_
Remember to log your participation in the chat tonight https://t.co/bp6bXaHNJM #OTalk

Nathan Visser @Nathan_Visser
@anyadei @OThandtherapist @NIHRevidence In over-organized Dutch healthcare this is one of the main problems. #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
And if you're interested in reading our rehabilitation Collection, which brings together lessons from NIHR-supported research exploring innovative ways to deliver effective
rehabilitation, you can find it here: https://t.co/jBXvFScMB6 #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@NIHRevidence @walkingresearch @MichaelMarmot Yes - so rehab needs to be considered beyond condition specific pathways (easier said than done!) #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ @lindsaybearne So much for me just lurking! But a change is as good as a rest! Thanks for an interesting #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk is about to celebrate its tenth birthday #OTalkTurnsTen. Look out for a great range of CPD activities to celebrate https://t.co/LKZ8bLf1fs

Sarah Vaughan @saravaug2
Need to ensure we can recruit to #permanent #OccupationalTherapy posts to allow positive emphasis of #liveNotExist and #Research short term funding of projects are
not helpful to long term planning and development #OTalk

Abi Miller @_Abi_Miller
RT @NIHRevidence: And if you're interested in reading our rehabilitation Collection, which brings together lessons from NIHR-supported rese…

Lindsay Bearne @lindsaybearne
#OTalk Its been great to discuss how research can help address the unmet rehabilitation need. @NIHRevidence has lots of accessible evidence summaries 
and the Rehabilitation collection can be found there too! Thank you #OTalk

NIHR Evidence @NIHRevidence
RT @lindsaybearne: #OTalk Its been great to discuss how research can help address the unmet rehabilitation need. @NIHRevidence has lots of…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@thestudentot_ @OT_Jim @NIHRevidence I find #OTalk so valuable as a student too - really helps. me feel part of such a brilliant professional community, make theory
practice links from what we hear in lectures to clinical reality and hear different perspectives! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @saravaug2: Need to ensure we can recruit to #permanent #OccupationalTherapy posts to allow positive emphasis of #liveNotExist and #Rese…

Alex Smith @YmchwilStroc
@OTalk_ @lindsaybearne Diolch pawb! Thanks everyone! Great #OTalk discussion as always …Bake-off on catch-up time -

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @anyadei: @thestudentot_ @OT_Jim @NIHRevidence I find #OTalk so valuable as a student too - really helps. me feel part of such a brillia…

Francesca L ,  @PPI_poppet
RT @anyadei: @NIHRevidence I think (following lecture by @walkingresearch today!) we also need to campaign for the wider determinants beyon…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
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@lezeki Good question! I think it is about occupationally-focused rehab practice, rather than OT as a profession? Need to keep it focused on the people rather than
protecting professional roles, but establishing professional identity (as a student) still important! . #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@YmchwilStroc @BillWongOT @Nathan_Visser @lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Modelling it yourself is always a good start! Using supervisions to talk through
creative ideas first (even if not feasible...) to get used to that way of thinking, as space for some blue sky thinking? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@lindsaybearne @NIHRevidence Thank you so much to everyone involved in hosting today - really helpful discussion as always! #OTalk

OT Molly @molllyOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

Elaine Hunter @elaineahpmh
You were a great support when I was writing my lecture & may get another shout out in my soon to be published blog for the @ElizabethCasso1 Trust where I review the
themes of my original lecture #DigitalLeaders #OTalk #Thankyou @theRCOT #  https://t.co/wIc5vBW4Xe

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @NIHRevidence: And if you're interested in reading our rehabilitation Collection, which brings together lessons from NIHR-supported rese…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @OThandtherapist: @NIHRevidence The role (& value!) OT can have in condition specific rehabilitation. The SARAH exercise programme by @Y…

Priscilla Harries @Cilla_Harries
RT @lindsaybearne: #OTalk Its been great to discuss how research can help address the unmet rehabilitation need. @NIHRevidence has lots of…

Keir Harding @Keirwales
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

The Student OT @thestudentot_
@OT_Jim Thanks alot! Will be sure to tune in in the upcoming weeks! #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Oooh like the look of this one! #OTalk We as a profession have a lot to thank Twitter/socials for too @LGBTQIAOTUK @BAMEOTUK @AbleOTUK @OTalk_
@DisruptOT @OTPodcastClub @theOThub @NHSLeader...

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @hspenceruk: Oooh like the look of this one! #OTalk We as a profession have a lot to thank Twitter/socials for too @LGBTQIAOTUK @BAMEO…

Jennie W. @jwot77
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @hspenceruk: Oooh like the look of this one! #OTalk We as a profession have a lot to thank Twitter/socials for too @LGBTQIAOTUK @BAMEO…

Ruth Crowder @RuthCr
RT @saravaug2: Building confidence in staff to take positive risks in getting #individual #patients '  is key these people have been managin…

Christine Steel @christineahp
RT @saravaug2: Building confidence in staff to take positive risks in getting #individual #patients '  is key these people have been managin…

Cheshire Merseyside @cahprc_m
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

Dr Sarah Hanson @walkingresearch
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Really good to be having these conversations. Thanks Anya - I’m glad the lecture was useful to you.

Jen Gash @OTCoachUK
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @preston_jenny: #OTalk Research – Tuesday 5th October 2021 – How can we use new research to address the unmet need for rehabilitation in…

CPD@RCOT @CPD_RCOT
Next week's #OTalk looks like a great opportunity to share how you are using social media to support your learning and maybe pick up some tips! Perhaps share with
colleagues and peers not yet active on Twitter to promote the value of social media to CPD

Laura Owers @OT_LauraO_ACS
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

ot4lyfe @ot4lyfe
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk -Tuesday 12th October 2021-How do you use social media for learning? https://t.co/7gZ6ygqbjt

Maria Skouroliakos @Mariaergo
The latest The Ergo+Paidi Daily! https://t.co/ZmdHX76XWg Thanks to @LeonoraOT @OTalk_ @pinkydigital #otalk

Katie Sheehan @KatieJSheehan
RT @preston_jenny: So looking forward to tonight’s #OTalk with @NIHRevidence and @lindsaybearne discussing how we can use new research to a…

ElizabethCassonTrust @ElizabethCasso1
Look for @elaineahpmh blog Sunday when it is released! Some great thoughts and questions for reflection /  While you’re waiting for the release why not take a look at
the others by @eann_turner @DrWMB @marionfwalker @GailMountain & more not on Twitter https://t.co/AGHGccZLDp

Mary Booth @MaryBoothOT
RT @OT_rach: 0 0 0 . Hearing about how OTalk has Inspired others, is just amazing #otalk #OTalkTurnsTen

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ I was new to Twitter & didn’t know what #OTalk was or how to use Twitter. I made a comment on what I thought was a random thread. I didn’t use the hashtag. I
was put on the naughty step 1 I didn’t know what on earth was going on. I panicked & deleted my tweet! + 2  https://t.co/i7cU27SWEk

Jennie W. @jwot77
@Murphlemurph @OTalk_ Sounds a bit like my first #otalk tweet too +

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@HistoryOt @GeorgiaVineOT @AnneAddisonOT @AbleOTUK #OTalk hosted a talk on menstruation back in 2019. https://t.co/OBKmNAsCy2

SWB_OT @swb_OT
Happy birthday #OTalk making Tuesday night fun and informative! #OTalkturnsten #onlineCPD
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